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In Pilszczikowa-Chodak [1972] (henceforth abbreviated as P-C) it is 

argued that there is a positive correlation between tone and vowel 

height in Rausa: "We can • . • definitely posit that the tone and the 

degree of vowel height in the termination of the verb and noun plurals 

are correlated" (p. 420). Specifically the claim being made is that 

Rausa verbs and noun plurals ending in /1/, luI, leI, or /0/ 

(the [+h] vowels) normally have final Righ tone, whereas those ending 

in /a/ (the one [-h] vowel) have final Low tone. l 

Given the current interest in the interrelationship of tone and seg

mental features (e.g., Ryman [1973]), the impressive article by P-C is 

bound to attract the attention of general phonologists, most of whom 

will not know Rausa and thus will have no alternative but to accept 

P-C's presentation at face value. It thus becomes a matter of consider

able importance to set the record straight; for the facts show in ~is

takable terms that the tone/vowel height correlation ascribed to Rausa 

does not exist. One is often prepared to accept an attractive hypothe

sis in spite of quite numerous exceptions and unexplained counter

examples; but in this case the evidence against the putative tone/vowel 

height (T/VH) correlation is so widespread and general as to completely 

refute it. In what f0llows I shall present some of the more significant 

counter-evidence, first with reference to the putative T/VH correlation 

with verbs and then with noun plurals. In both cases I shall limit my

self to a striaght-forward presentation of the facts, with discussion 

IThe feature of vowel height will be indicated by lower case [h] 
while tone will be indicated by upper case [H]. A vowel indicated with
in slant lines, e.g. /a/, represents that vowel whether long or short. 
Since P-C ignores vowel length as far as tone/vowel height correlation 
is concerned I shall do the same in my discussion. In examples, how
ever, long v~wels will be distinguished from short by doubling the 
letter. 
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kept to an absolute minimum in the interest of brevity. 

2. The Verb 

In Parsons' [1960] classification of Hausa verbs, adopted by P-C, 

verbs fall into seven morphologically distinct classes known as "grades". 

Taking disyllabic verbs.as they occur when not followed by an object, one 
finds the following forms: 

(1) ExamEle Final Final T/VH 
Vowel Tone correlation 

Grade 1 kaamaa -aa Lo Yes 
'catch' [-h) [-H) 

Grade 2 sayaa -aa Hi No 
'buy' [-h) [+H] 

Grade 3 fha -a Hi No 
'go out' [-h) [+H] 

Grade 4 rufee -ee Lo No 
'close' [-h) [-H) 

Grade 5 crya,. Hi 
'feed' C-final [+H] 

Grade 6 daawOo -00 Hi Yes 
'return' [+h] [+H] 

Grade 7 saadu -u Hi Yes 
'meet' [+h] [+H] 

Out of the six grades in which the verb ends in a vowel, in three, 

tone and Towel height are correlated and in an equal number the two var-

iables are not. P-C's explanation for the non-correlation in grade 4 

is that this grade "does not exhibit its own pattern [but rather] uti

lizes the pattern of grade 1" (p. 412). This may be true, but if so 

it simply supports the traditional view that verb tone in Hausa is 

determined by morphological factors, independent of any correlation 

that might or might not be found between the tone and height of the 

final vowel. The explanation offered for the "wrong tones" of the 

a-final grades 2 and 3 is that they "reveal the reverse order of the 
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high-low pattern of Grade 1" (p. 412). Even if this suggestion were 

true, it is hard to see in what way it could be relevant to the ques

tion at hand since the V/TH correlation is supposedly based on a study 

of surface forms in the present-day language. But in fact, the hypothe

sized tone reversal is without empirical support whatsoever and is com

pletely at variance with what we know about the history of (including 

tonal stability of) Hausa verb classes [Newman 1973, 1975). 

According to P-C (p. 410) "the object pronoun in Hausa has to be 

considered as a verb pronominal suffix in spite of its separate appear

ance in writing. A major reason for assuaing this is that "from the 

tonal analysis perspective there is no difference between the tone 

patterns of bisyllabic verbs with their object pronoun • • • and tri

syllabic verbs of Basic Grades" (p. 410). Thus, e.g., we find hanaa
ta 'prevent her' tonally corresponding to karantaa 'read' and 

harbee-su 'shoot them' corresponding to tambayaa 'ask', etc. Note, 

however, that in offering this analysis,2 P-C is thereby presenting fur

ther evidence of the non-dependence of tone on vowel height, for all 

object pronouns in Hausa behave as a set and exhibit identical tonal 

behavior whereas the height of their vowels differ, e.g. , 

(2) Exam]21e Final Final T/VH 
Vowel Tone correlation 

Grade 1 ••• kaamaa-n f -i Hi Yes , · • catch me' [+h] [+H] 

Grade 1 ••• kaamaa-ka -a Hi No , • • catch you' [ -h] [+H] 

Grade 2 ••• sayee-sh 1 -i 10 No , 
• .buy it (m) [+h] [ -H] 

Grade 2 ••• sayee-ta -a 10 Yes 
, •• buy it (f)' [-h] [-H] 

~y own op1n10n is that this analysis is correct only in the case of 
grade 2 and does not hold in the case of grade 1 nor any of the non-basic 
grades. 
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In addition to the verbs normally included within the framework 

of Parsons' grade system, Hausa has a number of very common disyllabic 

verbs ending in the high vowels III and lui. While a few of these 

verbs have La-Hi tone, thereby matching final tone and vowel height, 

most have Hi-La tone in violation of the supposed correlation, e.g., 

T/VH 
Correlation 

La-Hi: taft 'go' Yes 

g~jr 'tire' Yes 

ROoshf 'be replete' Yes 

Hi-Lo: Uashl 'get up' No 

f~adl 'fall' No 

mOtu 'die' No 

gOdu 'run' No 

3. Noun Plurals 

Hausa is well-known for having a large number of ways of forming 

noun plurals. According to P-C, the various plural patterns all obey 

the same T/VH correlation rule, i.e., they all end either in lal 
and Lo tone or else in one of the high vowels and Hi tone. As far as 

final Lo tone plurals are concerned, this is actually true: all plurals 

with final Lo tone end in lal and only lal, e.g., aaakli 'room' 

pI. aaakunaa; gadl 'town', pI. garuuruwaa; c60kal fl 'spoon', 

pl. c6okulaa. However, it is not true that tone and vowel height 

match in the case of plurals with final Hi tone. In addition to the 

plurals ending in Hi tone Iii, lei, lui, and lai/, there are also 

equally important classes of plurals ending in Hi tone la/. I shall 

present six such plural classes that violate P-C's T/VH correlation 

rule, the first three being plurals of simple nouns, the latter three 

being plurals of derivative forms. With the exception of plural class 

(c), these are all productive or semi-productive plural patterns for 

which only a few representative examples have been cited. 



3.1 Plural patterns ending in Hi tone /a/. 

rals": z60bee 'ring', pl. zobbaa; gee fee 

shuud1i 'blue thing', pl. shOddaa; yaarao 

(slightly irregular member of this class). 

(a) "Falling tone plu

'edge', pl. gyaffaa; 

'boy', pl. yaaraa 

This is a large and lexically varied plural class which by its 
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size conspicuously contradicts the assertion of T/VH correlation in 

Hausa plurals. P-C (p. 419) suggest that "such plurals were origi

nally constituted of three syllables"; but this is totally irrelevant 

since hypothetical forms such as *z60baabaa and shuudaadaa would 

obviously violate the T/VH correlation rule just as much as the actually 

occurring forms. 

(b) "Internal-a plurals·: sfi'd1 i 'saddle', pl. sfi'aadaa; gunk1 i 

'idol', pl. gumaakaa; zuuciyaa 'heart' «*zuktii plus feminine suf

fix), pl. zUkaataa. 

A point worth making here is that all internal-a plurals in Hausa 

have Hi-Lo-Hi tOne no matter what the final vowel is, e.g., gurguu 

'cripple', pl. guraaguu; kunci i 'cheek', pl. kumaatuu; jirgfl 

'boat', pl. jfraagge; kask60 'bowl', pl. kasaakee. In other words, 

the Hi-Lo-Hi tone pattern is an intrinsic property of this class of 

plurals and has nothing to do with final vowel height. 

(c) "Hi-Hi final-a plurals": f<.ujee 'house-fly', pl. f<Odaa 

(now usually treated as sg.); 0ijii 'home', pl. gfdaa (now usually 

treated as sg.); mfj1i 'male/husband', pl. mazaa; arnee 'pagan', 

pl. arnaa; maataa 'wife', pl. maataa; d1yaa 'daughter' (W. Rausa), 

pl. cHyaa. 

This is an archaic plural class made up of a small number of basic 

words. It is paralleled by another small class of Hi-Hi plurals formed 

by replacing the final vowel of the singular by /u/, e.g., maashil 

'spear', pl. maasuu; naamaa 'animal', pl. naamuu; yaatsaa 'finger', 

pl. yaatsuu. As in the case of plural class (b), the tone pattern of 

these plurals seems to be a property of the plural class as such rather 

than being a function of the final vowel that occurs with particular 
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sub-members of the class. 

Since P-C does not discuss derived noun forms, I shall simply illus

trate the following three plural classes without additional comment. 

(d) "Agential nouns": m~noomfl 'farmer', pl. manoo~a; maroof<rl 

'beggar', pl. marOokaa; ma'aikacri 'worker', pl. ~'alkataa. 

(e) "Occupational/ethnic nouns": bafaadee 'courtier', pl. faadaa
waa; dattfljo 'elder', pl. dattaawaa; bahaushee 'Hausa', pl. hausaa
waa; bak~nee 'Kano man', pl. kanaawaa. 

(1") "Adjectival nouns" (see Parsons [1955]): kakkikfaa 'strong one', 

pl. Karfaafaa; wawwaaraa 'smelly thing', pl. waaraaraa; zazzaafaa 
'hot thing', pl. zaafaafaa. 

3. Conclusion 

From the time of the discovery of tone in Hausa by Taylor [1923] 

scholars have been struck by the fact that there is something qualita

tively different about the Hausa tonal system when compared with that of 

a language such as Yoruba. One area in which this difference manifests 

itself is the high degree to which tone in Hausa seems to be predictable, 

either in terms of morphological/grammatical categories or in relation 

to other phonological variables (see Leben [1971]). The suggestion that 

tone and vowel height might be related to one another was therefore fully 

consistent with the kind of discovery about Hausa tone that one was pre

disposed to accept. In this sense P-C's hypothesis that final tone and 

vowel height of verbs and noun plurals were positively correlated was a 

good hypothesis. It was imaginative, it was reasonable, and it was test

able--but, as the evidence presented above shows, it was wrong. 
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